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2. Related Work 

Most solutions proposed for detecting memory leaks in Java programs are based on heap 

profiling and analysis. The basic idea is to collect object counts from heap dumps periodically 

and compute the heap differences to discern objects whose amounts are growing in an 

abnormal way. For example, LeakBot [11] utilizes a tracing agent based on profiling interface 

of the JVM (JVMPI) to take periodic snapshots of the heap and then uses a novel technique to 

analyze the heap profiles and rank data structures by their likelihood of containing leaks. Such 

solutions highly rely on the information supplied by the heap profiling infrastructure of the 

underlying Java virtual machine to run the target program. 

Indeed, Cork [10] fully utilizes the dynamic type information and garbage collection 

facility supplied by the memory manager toolkit (MMTk) of the Jikes research virtual 

machine for Java (RVM) [6] to develop its heap analysis tool. Specifically, it employs a 

dynamic heap-summarization technique to summarize the live objects in a type points-from 

graph (TPFG) whose nodes (types) and edges (references between types) are annotated with 

volume. By comparing TPFGs across multiple collections, Cork is able to identify growing 

data structures and suggest memory leaks. 

By contrast, FindLeaks does not reply on any profiling mechanism of the underlying 

JVM; instead, it employs AspectJ’s code instrumentation facility to collect object statistics 

and linking references between objects. Our work is partly inspired by the recent results from 

[4], in which the authors demonstrated that AspectJ can offer an efficient platform for 
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profiling. Indeed, using the rich pointcut language of AspectJ, FindLeaks can choose to 

profile only a part of the heap at a time, whereas in other tools the whole heap must be 

profiled since they base their heap profiling on the facilities of the underlying JVM. In 

addition, profiling agents that use JVMPI or JVMTI must be written in C/C++. FindLeaks is 

purely developed in Java and thus provides ease of portability. It is also worth mentioning that 

the standard approach of running FindLeaks against suspicious Java programs is very similar 

to the scenario proposed by [17] to detect loitering objects. 

Sleigh [9] is another Java memory leak detector which does not rely on heap differencing. 

Instead, it uses code instrumentation to collect the information regarding an object’s last-use 

and construction site. Those objects with a long stale time will be considered as leaking ones. 

What makes it novel is a statistics-based encoding technique, called Bell, which can 

effectively record last-use and construction site of an object in-stance using only four bits. As 

long as there are hundreds or thousands of the same kind of stale objects, Sleigh can detect 

them and uses Bell decoding to report their allocation and last-use sites. 


